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OVERALL ASSESSMENT (provided in English, Czech, or Slovak): 

 
The author describes the aim of the paper as determination of connection between 
emigration patterns and voting behavior, observing the spillover effect of migrants‘ votes on 
non-migrants (p. 44). First three chapters provide historic and theoretical background. In fifth 
chapter GMM is introduced followed by interpretetion of the results in chapter 6. 
 
The thesis is build mainly on Omar Mahmoud et al. (2014) „The Effect of Labour Migration on 
the Diffusion of Democracy“ and methodology of Fidrmuc and Doyle (2004) and Roodman 
(2009) is largely followed. 
 
The thesis demonstrates author’s understanding and command of recent literature. The 
author quotes relevant literature in a proper way. In some cases I miss direct connection 
between the topic of the thesis and the literature mentioned (e.g. paper by Ryzin and Sand 
(2009) discussed on page 18 seems quite unrelated to author’s topic of interest apart from 
being about migration). Similar objections can be raised for the analytical part of the paper 
(e.g. Diamond (1999) in the section 5.3, page 45). 
 
The thesis is well written, the structure is clear, appropriate language and style are used, 
including academic format of graphs and tables. The text disposes with a complete 
bibliography. Sometimes unusual sentence constructions are used and there are typos in the 
text („anayse“ instead „analyse“ many times). Referencing to graphs and tables is sometimes 
confusing, reference to Figure A.1. is in fact reference to Figure A.0.1. (p. 46), reference to 
Figure 2.3 on page 31 is in fact reference to Figure 4.3.1 on the same page.   
 
The core of the thesis is chapter 5 in which model is specified, data selection process 
described as well as choice of the variables. I appreciate especially carefull data collection 
process combining various sources (National Bureau of Statistics, Population Census, Labour 
Force Survey and Annual Statistical Book) to cope with gaps in data. The dependent variable 
in the model is a voting result of either Communists or Opposition (here a question that can 
be discussed during the defence is „How parties defined as Opposition were selected?“). 
Explanatory variables are migration (total and to western or eastern countries) and 
community characteristics. After reading about various channels through which the emigrants 
contribute to political and institutional changes in their sending communities reader’s 
expectations are not fully met by the model. The main question that according to my opinion 
is not sufficiently answered is whether migrants really are influenced by their new democratic 
destinations and the change in their attitudes is then reflected in their voting behavior and 
creates spillover effects in the sending regions or self-selection process takes place (people 
prefering democracy go to democratic counties and vote for democratic parties and vice-
versa). 
 
Suggested questions for the defence: 
How did the author cope with possible endogeneity and reverse causality? 
How the author interpretets the results presented in table 6.1.1 on page 69? 
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In the case of successful defense, I recommend “velmi dobře” (good, 2). 
 
 
SUMMARY OF POINTS AWARDED (for details, see below):  
 

CATEGORY POINTS 

Literature                     (max. 20 points) 17 

Methods                      (max. 30 points) 22 

Contribution                 (max. 30 points) 15 

Manuscript Form         (max. 20 points) 15 

TOTAL POINTS         (max. 100 points) 69 

GRADE                          (1 – 2 – 3 – 4) 2 
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